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Wednesday February 27th:
The Digital City: A paperless city, with no printed forms? Just a dream or tomorrow’s
vision? How can we transform city hall to an efficient, digital service for residents,
to the mutual benefit of both parties? Can the digital revolution help to minimize the gaps
between and within local government?
Young Leadership in Israel’s Cities: In many cities throughout Israel, there has been a
surprising trend of young mayors winning elections and filling politicians’ seats in local
councils, This is not a protest vote. It’s a significant statement from residents about the
issues and ideas they want to see being led by local government. New and young mayors
analyze the phenomenon alongside professional experts.
The High-Rise State - Vision or Disaster?: The high-rise revolution impacts the
infrastructure needs of cities, and creates new burdens on transport, education, and other
infrastructure. Where to next?
How Local Government Can Help Israel Get to the World Cup: The model put forth
by Croatia and Iceland can be implemented in Israel. Sports activities run by local
government have a definite impact on the next generation of athletes and medals.
How can this be achieved?

Thursday February 28th:
How the Sun Can Create Money for the Municipality: Changes in electricity laws allow
local government to generate income by producing electricity from solar technology
installed on the roofs of municipal institutions. How is this done, and how can it create
new income and essential savings for city hall budgets?
Securing Tomorrow: Safety and security in cities, emergency scenarios, population
evacuations, collaboration between police and local government.
Transportation of Tomorrow - Smart Mobility: When will autonomous cars become
mainstream, and how will this new mode of transport influence issues such as traffic
congestion? And, facing the challenges of the trains of the future.
The Influence of Technology and Changes It Brings to the Future Local
Government Workplace: The future of malls, real estate, office space with too
few businesses to fill it - what will be the yield-producing investments for local
governments? Who will remain in the public service?

